
Following the full liberalization of new entry into the electricity retail 
market last year, city gas retailing is also being fully liberalized.
Here, we provide an outline of this full liberalization of new entry 

into the gas retail market, which has the potential to make our lives 
more affluent, as well as include key points on the smartest way to 

choose a utility company. 

Reduce bills to 
the maximum 

extent

Enlarges the 
range of choices 
for consumers

Securing 
stable supply

Gas retail liberalization opens up the 
market, which used to be monopolized by 
city gas utility companies, to not only other 

energy companies but also to business 
operators in other industries or regions. 

It will lead to increased price competition 
and the suppression of gas prices.

Gas retail liberalization provokes 
innovation through new entries from 

other industries and the utilization of new 
technology. It will lead to the creation 

of various services and price packages, 
enlarging the range of choices for 

consumers.

In light of the experience of earthquake 
disasters, a system is established to 
ensure the stable supply of gas even 
in times of disaster by creating a new 

city gas pipeline network and promoting 
interconnection.

City gas used to be a monopolized 
market, with only one utility company 
offering supply to the region, just like 
electricity. In a monopoly market, 
without competition among business 
operators, there is no sufficient price 
adjustment function, and the service 
tends to see little improvement. 
Therefore, in 1995, retail liberalization 
started first among large-scale 
consumers. Then, the targets of 
liberalization were increased step-by-
step in 1999, 2004, and 2007. Finally, 
in April 2017, it became possible for 
general consumers to freely select a 
utility company.

Comprehensive energy 
companies are expected to 
be established

Competition over customer acquisition 
has already started. Some companies 
are offering new services, like bundle 
discounts including electricity or safety 
watch service. If many companies from 
other regions and industries enter the 
market, it is expected that services 
will be enriched. One highlight is the 
movement of energy companies other 
than gas companies. In Western 
countries where the market is already 
liberalized, there are “comprehensive 
energy companies” with strong 

competitiveness, composed of 
companies handling different kinds of 
energy including gas, electricity, and 
oil, as well as companies entering the 
market from other industries including 
trading companies. The focus is now 
on whether similar kinds of companies 
like “comprehensive energy companies” 
emerge in Japan or not. Gas retail 
liberalization, following the liberalization 
of the electricity retail market that took 
place last year, is a movement that is 
strongly related to the life of consumers, 
also in terms of the impact it has on the 
entire energy market in the future.

Purpose of full 
liberalization

Gas 
liberalization 

begins
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What kind of benefits will the full liberalization of the gas retail market bring to consumers?
We asked Mr. Masanori Maruo, a member of the Electricity and Gas Market Surveillance Commission, about the developments 

expected in the future and the procedure for switching utility companies.

How should consumers face the liberalization of gas retailing?
What are the global demands, market size, and 
production methods?

The most expanded source of 
energy in the last 40 years.

The flow of the city 
gas business

You should actively express your 
intentions to make utility 

companies grow.

Surprisingly, basic 
knowledge of gas is 
very low.

Gas produced from gas fields is 
cooled, liquefied, and imported

LNG is stored in tanks at a base 
established in ports and other sites 
near large cities, etc.

Gas is supplied to consumers, 
including households and plants, 
via pipeline

Newcomers can also enter the retail 
market by using the existing pipelines

Gas field/
liquefaction

Cargo discharge/
storage

70% is used for 
electricity generation

Some is transported by 
tank trucks, etc.

Small-scale: 35% Large-scale: 65%

Tanker

Research/import Acceptance at an LNG base Gas pipeline transmission Retail sales

Compared to other energy sources, 
liquefied natural gas (LNG) has 
undergone the most rapid demand 
increase in the world over the past 40 
years, and this increase was actually 
led by Japan. The ratio of LNG in 
the primary energy supply of Japan 
increased from 1% in 1970 to 25% in 
2012. Recently, China and the Republic 
of Korea (ROK) also started focusing on 
importing LNG, but Japan’s imports still 
account for about one third of the entire 
world’s imports by volume. Japan is the 
world’s largest LNG importer.
As for gas supplied to households, there 
is also propane gas (LPG) delivered in 
gas cylinders, and community gas, used 

City gas business starts from 
procurement/import. The gas is 
accepted at an LNG base and 
transmitted through gas pipelines, and 
is retailed. Through full liberalization, 
it is also noteworthy that the use of 
bases and pipelines by a third party 
was institutionalized. Especially in the 
pipeline sector, the pipeline service 

of major companies will be made 
independent by 2022 to ensure a level 
playing field for newcomer companies to 
engage in the business. Furthermore, a 
system to promote the interconnection 
of pipelines, which currently remains at 
an extent of about 6% of the national 
land area, has also been created.

Gas retail liberalization provides the perfect opportunity 
to gain a better understanding of gas!
This page summarizes basic information on gas that you 
may want to know before changing utility companies.

in housing complexes with 70 or more 
households, in addition to city gas. 
Because LPG retail has been liberalized 
from the start, liberalization this time 
is applied to city gas and community 
gas. The number of households using 
these two types of gas in Japan is 27.5 
million (in FY2015), with a market size 
of approximately 2.4 trillion yen. After 
gradually adding parts that had been 
liberalized in the past, the entire retail 
sector now accounts for approximately 
5 trillion yen. If various related services 
appear along with the liberalization, the 
market should grow even larger.

Change in the breakdown of global 
energy supply

1970 1990 2010

Crude oil 46% 39% 33%
LNG 18% 22% 24%
Coal 30% 27% 30%

Nuclear power 0% 6% 5%
Hydraulic power 5% 6% 6%
Energy conservation 0% 0% 1%
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So far, you might have an impression that electricity 
and gas bills were like a “tax for consumers”, with 
a fixed payment recipient and rate. However, with 
the electricity retail liberalization in 2016 and the gas 
retail liberalization in April 2017, both types of energy 
became a commercial product that can be selected 
freely, just like home appliances and food products. As 
for commercial products, companies must try to hold 
down the price while improving quality, so that they will 
be selected by consumers. This is the largest benefit of 
liberalization for consumers.

The creation of various services and resolution 
of regional disparities are also expected

Compared to electricity, the number of new entries 
following this gas retail liberalization has been limited. 
For instance, in the case of the airline industry, where 
entry has been similarly liberalized, greater diversity 
in choices and services is being seen recently. This 
is partly due to the entry of new companies, but is 
also because of fierce competition among existing 
major players. Thus, even though the number of new 
entries in the gas retail market is limited, we expect 
more competition among players and an improvement 
of choices and services to accompany the entry of 
newcomers and existing players in different regions.
Further, if a company supplies different types of energy, 
like gas and electricity, it will be possible to suggest the 
optimum energy mix for each household according to 
its energy use. If a comprehensive energy company 
that handles a wide variety of energy appears, it should 
also bring about a large effect on the promotion of 
competition.
The Electricity and Gas Market Surveillance Commission 
is an organization that sets rules for transactions and 
supervises to prevent violations, in order to promote 
these kinds of market activations. It holds explanatory 
meetings for consumers so that all members of the 
public can enjoy the benefits of gas retail liberalization. 
It also has a consultation service to cope with problems 
and questions. Please feel free to utilize these them.

It is quite easy to switch utility companies, and 
the quality of gas is unaffected

I found this out at the time of electricity retail 
liberalization, that the price becomes lower for both 
electricity and gas if you are smart about choosing the 
best plan for you. Of course, the quality of city gas is 
the same among different utility companies. Even if the 
utility company you subscribe to were to go bankrupt, 
the gas supply would not cease immediately.
When switching, you need to notify only the utility 
company you are switching to as a general rule, and 
you do not have to contact the company you are 
switching from. While it is important to check the bill 
calculation method, contract period, and whether 
an exit penalty will be charged when cancelling the 
contract, the procedure for switching itself is not so 
troublesome.
At the time of electricity retail liberalization in 2016, 
not a few people wished to use electricity generated 
from renewable energy. If the needs of consumers 
can be shown to utility companies through the 
action of switching price plans and companies, utility 
companies will also try to fulfil such needs. Because 
city gas utility companies have just started producing 
commercial products, they are also exploring what kind 
of commercial products they should make. Therefore, 
I would like to ask consumers to make requests about 
what kind of commercial products they want. Active 
expression of intentions by consumers will lead to the 
growth of city gas utility companies. In other words, 
expression of intention by consumers is essential for 
deciding the future of the energy supply in Japan.

Mr. Masanori Maruo
Commissioner, the Electricity and Gas 
Market Surveillance Commission,
METI

Mr. Maruo is the Managing Director of 
SMBC Nikko Securities Inc. He graduated 
from the Faculty of Science and Technology, 
Keio University, in 1989. He is engaged in 
analysis in the area of electricity and gas as 
a securities analyst.
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What 
exactly is 

gas?

First of all,



Gas retailing was fully liberalized from April 2017. 
This gas retail liberalization opens up the market 
for small-scale retailing to households, etc., 
which used to be monopolized by the city gas 
utility company of the region. It is now possible 
for companies in other industries, for example, 
electricity, telecommunications, or oil, to newly 
enter the gas market, and consumers may select 
from which utility company they will purchase gas. 
Of course, switching from LPG, which is already 
liberalized, is also possible.

You can select your preferred city gas utility company from April!

The aim of the full liberalization of new entry into 
the city gas retail market is to create strong energy 
companies and an industry that is resilient and 
has competitive strength, through the expected 
provision of various creative and low-price services 
from increased market competition. It is also a pillar 
of the Abenomics policies, which aim to realize the 
development and growth of the Japanese economy 
with the strong vitality of the private sector.
We cooperate with relevant organizations, including 
the Gas Safety Office in charge of the prevention of 

gas accidents and the Electricity and Gas Market 
Surveillance Commission in charge of supervising 
the market to promote sound competition, and 
strive to ensure that the full liberalization of gas 
retailing proceeds smoothly. We are also closely 
watching post-liberalization developments, and will 
put effort into developing an environment that can 
supply gas that is even more convenient and easy-
to-use, while keeping safety and security at the 
same level.

“Switching util ity companies seems difficult.”

“I’m worried about safety at a new company.”

This page provides answers to such doubts among consumers, while 

also explaining the procedures for switching.

How can I switch 
companies?Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

How long does it take 
to switch?

Will gas pipe work be 
necessary?

What about the safety 
and quality of gas?

What happens if I don’t 
switch?

Five things you may want to keep in mind when 

switching gas utility companies

First, select a utility company and 
service that best suits your lifestyle. 
Then, all you need to do is to notify 
the utility company you would like to 
subscribe to. In the case of switching 
among  d i f f e ren t  c i t y  gas  u t i l i t y 
companies, procedures to cancel the 
contract with your current company are 
handled by the utility company you are 
switching to as a general rule.

The gas is supplied as always without 
the need for any special procedure. 
However, your life may be more affluent 
if you make a smart choice. Why not 
compare services offered by different 
companies, and make this an occasion 
for reviewing your household’s energy 
use?

In the case of utility companies introducing a 
switching system, the switch is completed on 
the date of the first regular meter-reading after 
five business days have passed since the 
application, as a general rule. The meter is 

read once a month in ordinary cases, 
so the period will be a little longer 

than one month at most. Please 
confirm the details when 

entering into a contract.

Because safety must be the top priority for 
city gas, the utility company continues to 
be in charge of safety management and 
security, including emergency response. 
The quality of gas supplied through 

exist ing gas pipes wi l l  not  be 
affected even after the switch.

If you already use city gas, there is no 
need to newly lay out gas pipes even when 
switching utility companies. The gas from 
the new company will be supplied using 
the gas pipe you already use.

Select a service and 
contact the new utility 

company.

Don’t worry! The 
supply will not stop.

The utility company 
continues to be in charge of 

security and emergency 
response.

Existing gas pipes  
are used, so no pipe  
work is necessary.

The switch is completed on the 
date of the first regular meter-

reading after five business days 
have passed since the 

application.

A1

A2 A5

A3

A4

Some 

convincing 

information

The Gas Market Office is in charge of 
the development of the gas market, 
including the depiction of the entire 
gas policy of Japan to promote 
the sound development of the gas 
business and protect the interest of 
gas users, while promoting the reform 
of the gas system, including the full 
liberalization of city gas retailing.

Gas Market Office

■ Junya Ohashi, Assistant Director, Network Surveillance Division, Electricity and Gas Market Surveillance Commission

■ Keisuke Suzuki, Assistant Director, Market Surveillance Division, Electricity and Gas Market Surveillance Commission

■ Jun Takashiro, Assistant Director, Gas Market Office, Electricity and Gas Industry Department, Agency for Natural Resources and Energy

■ Takahiro Chihara, Safety Management Team Leader, Gas Safety Office, Commerce, Distribution and Industrial Safety Policy Group

■ Hiromasa Sumida, Legal Affairs Teams Leader, Policy Planning Division, Electricity and Gas Industry Department, Agency for Natural Resources and Energy

■ Yutaro Fujimoto, Assistant Director, Policy Planning Division, Electricity and Gas Market Surveillance Commission

Gas retail 

liberalization

(From left to right)
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